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FOREWORD
Loads on piping systems and pipelines are categorized in ASME B31 as sustained, occasional or
thermal loads. None of the ASME B31 codes explicitly define “sustained loads.” But because they
are often called out as “sustained loads such as pressure and weight,” sustained loads are understood
to mean pressure and weight. In the case of buried pipe, the soil weight on the pipe would also be a
sustained load. Occasional loads are loads “such as wind or earthquake” to which we may add
pressure transients (waterhammer). Finally, thermal expansion and contraction loads and loads due to
thermal gradients constitute the third category of loads on piping systems. Unlike ASME VIII or
ASME III, ASME B31 does not refer to “primary” or “secondary” loads or stresses.
Established in 1880, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) is a professional notfor-profit organization with more than 127,000 members promoting the art, science and practice of
mechanical and multidisciplinary engineering and allied sciences. ASME develops codes and
standards that enhance public safety, and provides lifelong learning and technical exchange
opportunities benefiting the engineering and technology community. Visit www.asme.org for more
information.
The ASME Standards Technology, LLC (ASME ST-LLC) is a not-for-profit Limited Liability
Company, with ASME as the sole member, formed in 2004 to carry out work related to newly
commercialized technology. The ASME ST-LLC mission includes meeting the needs of industry and
government by providing new standards-related products and services, which advance the application
of emerging and newly commercialized science and technology, and providing the research and
technology development needed to establish and maintain the technical relevance of codes and
standards. Visit www.stllc.asme.org for more information.
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ABSTRACT
Loads on piping systems and pipelines are categorized in ASME B31 as sustained, occasional or
thermal loads. None of the ASME B31 codes explicitly define “sustained loads.” But because they
are often called out as “sustained loads such as pressure and weight,” sustained loads are understood
to mean pressure and weight. In the case of buried pipe, the soil weight on the pipe would also be a
sustained load. Occasional loads are loads “such as wind or earthquake” to which we may add
pressure transients (waterhammer). Finally, thermal expansion and contraction loads and loads due to
thermal gradients constitute the third category of loads on piping systems. Unlike ASME VIII or
ASME III, ASME B31 does not refer to “primary” or “secondary” loads or stresses.
Each of these load categories (sustained, occasional, thermal) have their own design equations. In the
current codes, there are three areas among the piping and pipeline codes design equations for stresses
due to sustained loads which deserve attention, clarification and possibly improvement:
•

Consistency of design equations

•

Consistency in the use of stress indices and stress intensification factors

•

Use of fatigue-based factors to calculate stresses due to sustained loads

The objective of this report is to address these areas and to propose design equations for sustained
loads which would be technically sound, practical, and could be applied consistently by all ASME
B31 Code books and the ASME Section III Code.
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